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 Covalent bond cleavage

- during the organic reaction, chemical bonds have to be 
broken in order that new compounds may be formed.

- the breaking of chemical bonds is called fission.

- When organic compounds react, their bonds can split up 
in the following ways:

HOMOLYTIC FISSION 
(RADICAL CLEAVAGE)

HETEROLYTIC FISSION (IONIC CLEAVAGE)



 Homolytic fission: two shared electrons of the 
covalent bond are split equally between the two 
atoms joined by the bond.

 Also known as homolysis.

 One electrons goes to X and the others goes to Y.

 The resulting species is called free radicals.

HOMOLYTIC FISSION 
(RADICAL CLEAVAGE)
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Free radicals



 Examples of free radicals:
i) hydrogen radical, H•
ii)chlorine radical, Cl•
iii)methyl radical, •CH3 or CH3•
iv)ethyl radical, •CH3CH2 or CH3CH2•

 Free radicals are reaction intermediates.
 They are very reactive and many may only exist for a 

split second.
 The movement of a single electron in homolytic

fission is shown by a curved half-arrow.

C CI C CI

• Occurs in reactions which take place in the gas phase or in non-
polar solvents.

• The reactions are often catalysed by sunlight, ultraviolet light or 
high temperatures.



HETEROLYTIC FISSION (IONIC CLEAVAGE)

 Heterolytic fission: the breaking of a covalent bond 
in which both electrons remain on one of the atoms.

 Known as heterolysis.

 Produces positive and negative ions.

 The breaking of the bond (C-Y) can happen in 2 
ways, depending on the electronegativities of the 
carbon atom and the atom Y.

C Y

C Y

heterolysis cation anion

(Y is more electronegative than C)

C Y

cationanion

(C is more electronegative than Y)



 Carbonium ion or carbocation:

- an organic ion which contains a carbon atom with a positive 
charge (C+)

- electrophiles (lewis acid)

 Carbanion:

- an organic ion which contains a carbon atom with negative 
charge (C-)

- has a lone pair of electrons

 Heterolytic fission is more common where a bond is already polar.

 For example:
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methy carbocation
Bromomethane has a polar 
C-Br bond









REACTION INTERMEDIATES













































Carbenes are neutral intermediates having bivalent carbon, in which a carbon atom
is covalently bonded to two other groups and has two valency electrons distributed
between two non bonding orbitals.

Classification

When the two electrons are spin paired the carbene is a singlet,
if the spins of the electrons are parallel it is a triplet.



Structure

A singlet carbene is thought to possess a bent sp2 hybrid structure in which
the paired electrons occupy the vacant sp2 orbital. A triplet carbene can be
either bent sp2 hybrid with an electron in each unoccupied orbital, or a linear
sp hybrid with an electron in each of the unoccupied p-orbital. It has however,
been shown that several carbenes are in a non-linear triplet ground state.





















5. Hybridisation: Higher the s-character, higher the electronegativity and higher
Will be the acidity















Energy Of Reactions

 Activation Energy: The minimum amount of 
energy needed to start a reaction. 











Energy profile diagram for a two step reaction



Energy profile diagram for a three step reaction



Kinetic and Thermodynamic Control

The potential outcome of a reaction is usually influenced by two factors:
the relative stability of the products (i.e. thermodynamic factors)
the rate of product formation (i.e. kinetic factors)

The following simple reaction coordinate diagram provides a basis for the key 
issues about kinetic and thermodynamic control:



Consider the case where a starting material, SM, can react in a similar manner to
give two different products, P1 and P2 via different (competing) pathways
represented by green and blue curves.

Reaction 1 via pathway 1 (green) generates product 1 (P1) via transition state
1 (TS1). This will be the faster reaction since it has a lower energy (more stable)
transition state, and therefore a lower activation barrier. Therefore, product
1, P1 is the kinetic product (the product that forms the fastest).

Reaction 2 via pathway 2 (blue) generates product 2 (P2) via transition state
2 (TS2). P2 is the more stable product since P2 is at a lower energy than P1.
Therefore, P2 is the thermodynamic product (the more stable product).

We now need to consider how the outcome of this situation changes with the
competing reactions of the starting material as we alter the reaction
temperature and therefore the average energy of the molecules changes.

1. At low temperature, the average energy of the molecules is low and more
molecules have enough sufficient energy cross activation energy EA1 than EA2.
Therefore the reaction preferentially proceeds along the green path to P1. The
reaction is not reversible since the molecules lack sufficient energy to reverse
to SM, i.e. it is irreversible, so the product ratio of the reaction is dictated
by the rates of formation of P1 and P2, k1: k2.



2. At some slightly higher temperature, reaction 1 will become reversible when
sufficient molecules have enough energy to cross the reverse reaction barrier for
reaction 1, while reaction 2 remains irreversible. So although P1 may form
initially, over time it will revert to SM and react to give the more stable P2.

3. At high temperature, both reaction 1 and 2 are reversible and the product ratio
of the reaction is dictated by the equilibrium constants for P1 and P2, K1 : K2.

Summary

At low temperature, the reaction is under kinetic control (rate, irreversible 
conditions) and the major product is that from the fastest reaction.

At high temperature, the reaction is under thermodynamic
control (equilibrium, reversible conditions) and the major product is the
more stable system


